
Release 1.7 occured on 1st of august,Â 2003
Warning !

The following notes are kept for archive only, and should not be modified. Release process for 1.7.1 bugfix is now starting on
ReleaseProcess171

We have good feedback in SF forums about the reliability of the release
candidate : SF Forums

What is to be done / ongoing (will be in
theÂ release)

[-]

#1 priority: write Installation documentation: http://tikiwiki.org/SysAdmin
#2 priority: write Admin documentation: http://tikiwiki.org/TikiAdmin
#3 priority: write Feature references: http://tikiwiki.org/FeatureX
improved themes (no more, only those that already exist)
working PDF export almost done

Flo hacked that ! it is not finished we need help, contact mose if you can finish that work (php
involved, but documented)

Diego Zamboni's 3 patches on Sourceforge

http://sf.net/forum/forum.php?forum_id=217230
http://tikiwiki.org/SysAdmin
http://tikiwiki.org/TikiAdmin
http://tikiwiki.org/FeatureX
http://sourceforge.net/tracker/?atid=506848&group_id=64258&func=browse


update language translations
[+]

cn
cz : luci is on that
de : translated by ohertel (some TODOs still in there, if anyone has an idea / the time ...)
dk : Martin Geisler (and Kim Nielsen ?)
en : naturally updated
fr : translated by sylvie
he
it
nl : patvdv translated
no
pl
po
ru : zaufi will try to find smbd who can do this
sp : jpgimenez, gmuslera
sr : shinhan
sw
tw : zcecil
( if you wish to help on translations, please add your name up here )
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Still livingÂ bugs
[-]

LeftCol/CenterCol dreadful bug
mysterious automatic switching from imagemagick to gd without human intervention

Mose will track that chimera (didn't reproduce yet :/)
eratic behaviour of tiki-user_assigned_modules.php freshly reported

please try to reproduce or to fix it anyone
the link http://tikiwiki.org/tiki-user_assigned_modules.php?unassign= is missing the module
name at the end (teedog)

Full xHTML compliance test tikiwiki.org (completed with multiple checks, but extensive checks
can find unfound errors, especially on admin pages that are hard to check with online validator)
!@# in a search = Warning: sprintf(): too few arguments in
/home/mose/var/tikicvs/lib/searchlib.php on line 85
Filter function in Galaxia broken
akwa not working
( please add more bugs to fix )

What has been added since rc4 (and will be in

http://tikiwiki.org/tiki-user_assigned_modules.php?unassign=
http://validator.w3.org/check?uri=http%3A%2F%2Ftikiwiki.org%2Ftiki-view_articles.php&charset=%28detect+automatically%29&doctype=%28detect+automatically%29


next one : finalÂ probably)
[+]

Bugfixes
fixed the find function in adminuser panel (mose)
fixed bug where editing directory sites from a search query results in a mysql error (terence)
fixed bug where tiki stores clear text passwords by default even when that option appears to
be disabled by default (terence)
fixed bug where tiki-install.php rejected all admin passwords, making reinstallation or
upgrades impossible (terence)
fixed bug where default values of the form are not correctly set after adding a dir categ on
tiki-directory_admin_categories.php (terence)
fixed bug where su (superuser) function doesn't work if you are logged in using the
"remember me" feature (terence)
fixed bug where current site theme is not selected on Admin/General: bug #779640
fixed a bug in debugger bug #779530 and bug #779776 (zaufi, tomtom, mose)
fixed bug in Live Support where msgs sent by operator to client are marked with client's
username (terence)
fixed bug where Live Support didn't work for clients who are logged in (terence)
fixed error in Admin/General after setting home forum: bugs #779586, #780268 (terence)
fixed bug where user email changes are not propagated in watches: bug #780125 (terence)

perhaps in the future watches should just use the email in users_users and not duplicate

http://sourceforge.net/tracker/index.php?func=detail&aid=779640&group_id=64258&atid=506846
https://sourceforge.net/tracker/?group_id=64258&atid=506846&func=detail&aid=779530
https://sourceforge.net/tracker/?group_id=64258&atid=506846&func=detail&aid=779776
http://sourceforge.net/tracker/index.php?func=detail&aid=779586&group_id=64258&atid=506846
http://sourceforge.net/tracker/index.php?func=detail&aid=780268&group_id=64258&atid=506846
http://sourceforge.net/tracker/index.php?func=detail&aid=780125&group_id=64258&atid=506846


the email in tiki_user_watches
fixed bug where comment area (comzone) takes 2 clicks to show the first time (terence)
fixed bug where changing email prevents user from logging on again (terence)
fixed bug where selecting "categorize this object" then clicking preview in wiki edit will cause
the categorize checkbox to become deselected if the page is not already categorized
(terence)
fixed bug where admins can su to a user that doesn't exist (terence)
fixed Smarty bugs related to smarty.request variables and register_globals setting (jjongsma
and sylvie)
the mini calendar and non-ascii characters used in translation of months and days (sylvie)

Enhancements
tiki installer warns user if it fails to rename tiki-install.php (terence)
user is presented with link to installer if tiki fails to connect to db (terence)
"admin" user can no longer be removed from tiki-adminuser.php (terence)
all RSS feeds are converted to UTF-8. If you have iconv or recode even japanese fonts could
be displayed! (jpgimenez)
changed name field maxlength from 20 to 200 for tiki_dsn, tiki_extwiki, tiki_menu_options,
tiki_menus in database (mose)
much more informative and user-friendly Tiki installer (terence)

New stuff
CATORPHANS plugin that displays uncategorized objects (terence)

currently only displays wiki pages; cannot be configured; very much a work in progress



( please add more bugs to fix )

What has been added since rc3 (and is
inÂ rc4)

[+]

Bugfixes
feeding a tiki forum from a mailing list works now (redflo)
Usage of WikiWord can be switched on/off (ohertel)
RSS feeds fixed, have their own stylesheet now and should be valid rss 1.0 code (ohertel)
Fixed Semaphore bugs (terence)

$wikiHomepage is editlocked when saving any wiki page - #775150
pages are not unlocked properly if editing two at the same time (confirm?) - #775207

Deleting structures and wiki pages should work now: #753510 (terence)
Fixed the un-categorize problem (mose)
No more new categories without a name (zaufi)
"Password must have letters and numbers" threw errors (ohertel)
no more br-tags in tables (ohertel)
bug SF 774875: blog post title lost in preview (sylvieg)
Fixed forum attachment download bug: #776787, (sylvieg)
No more database errors when using forum (terence and mose)

#776790, pls confirm

http://sourceforge.net/tracker/?group_id=64258&atid=506846&func=detail&aid=775150
http://sourceforge.net/tracker/index.php?func=detail&aid=775207&group_id=64258&atid=506846
http://sourceforge.net/tracker/index.php?func=detail&aid=753510&group_id=64258&atid=506846
http://sourceforge.net/tracker/index.php?func=detail&aid=776790&group_id=64258&atid=506846
http://sourceforge.net/tracker/index.php?func=detail&aid=776790&group_id=64258&atid=506846


Fixed bug in anti-bot/anti-automatic registration feature (ohertel)
Fixed 150+ unescaped search and other input strings (terence)

pls help by using search/filter in every tiki feature
Fixed the missing routines of "email scrambling" (jpgimenez)
Categorize list is shown and categorize checkbox is checked on the wiki edit page if that page
is categorized (terence)
Fixed bugged normal/wysiwyg editor toggle in tiki-assign_modules.php (terence)
Fixed WYSIWYG editor toggle in the blog editor (terence)
Removing wiki pages now also removes them from structures (terence)
new version of jgraphpad fixes copy-pastes and some (jgraphpad team, Gaudenz Alder)
tikihelp introduction in admin features panel to test direct linsk to online docs (mose, sylvie,
terence)
timezone handling improved (jjongsma)

Enhancements
Avatar selection page now propose a list of avatars, and there is a random button (mose)
moved .htaccess (url-rewriting) to doc directory (dheltzel)
multiple wiki pages can be categorized at once (terence)
directory categories can now be categorized (terence)
go offline in Live Support when logging out of Tiki (terence)
clarified forms that are serving as edit forms vs. create forms on over a dozen pages
(terence)
multiple wiki pages can be added to a structure at once (terence)



edit structures page now shows a filterable list of wiki pages (terence)
New layout for Admin panels (tony)

New stuff
Display current category path and objects in wiki page (terence)

based on {catpath()} and {category()}, per marc's request
New category tree (zaufi)
{sort()} plugin (ohertel)
new directory in doc/ named devtools/ that contains packaging and tiki developers tools
activated Include wiki page plugin on tikiwiki.org.
design of a new theme intended to be the official Tiki theme: tiki.css (mose)
new theme named "notheme" that uses only browser-defined colors (zaufi)

( please add forgotten things )
..

What has been added since rc2 (and is
inÂ rc3)

[+]

Bugfixes
Fixed tiki-read_article.php permission bug: #774408 (terence)
Wiki links in categories don't get renamed (and deleted?): #774061 (terence)
Fixed registration and login bugs: #774384 (mose)

http://sourceforge.net/tracker/index.php?func=detail&aid=774061&group_id=64258&atid=506846
http://sourceforge.net/tracker/index.php?func=detail&aid=774384&group_id=64258&atid=506846


fixed the search engine so it responds in seconds not ten. (mose)
google plugin fixed by removing the javascript redirection. (mose)

Enhancements
Tikiwiki now remembers where user logged in from and sends user back after login is
successful (terence), it also works for admin su
Wiki print mode is cleaner, without page bar and icons (terence)
Added link to Google cache in Tiki's cache view in case local Tiki cache is outdated or broken
(terence)

New stuff
Category Plugin (ohertel)
Catpath plugin - PluginCatpath (terence)
Akwa theme, table-less. (mose)

What has been added since rc1 (and is
inÂ rc2)

[+]

jgraphpad
New signed version from jgraph team, v2.2.1.1

Themes and styles
Matrix theme still far from perfection, Zaufi need CSS master's help
Olive theme modified by Oliver

https://sourceforge.net/mailarchive/message.php?msg_id=5465668


Mozilla theme now has .tpl files
added Geo and geo-light styles
added trollparty style

utf-8 mail encoding
Sylvie managed that

mail sender generalized in all mail templates
Sylvie finished mose work

upgrade of install script to deal with non-root install
Ross dealt with that

bugfixes
Remember Me feature now works (mose)
icon open/close in application menu (ohertel)
many html fixes with oneliners (80 files) (mose)
improved multi-site setup (dheltzel)
put comments and attachement buttons everywhere they are needed (mose)
wikigraph works. look like a miracle. can anyone confirm ?
Fixed webmail POP3 client bug with missplaced periods '.' Also speed-up on displaying
message list. (stryker)
anon username bug in Live Support: #772002 (terence)
ignored auth method bug with webserver auth: #773331 (terence)
4 out of 6 batch file upload bug: #773362 (terence)
double-click wiki quick help and comments bug (mose)



user hash generated from password only bug: #772568 (terence)
bad category link for articles: #760860 (terence)

modules added
mod-who_is_there : gathers both the others, plus more
mod-search_wiki_page : points to the find function in wiki listpages

plugin added
{CATEGORY()} is done, for more categories relevance. (ohertel and mose)

Tiki Debugger Console introduced by zaufi.
Hacked from the Matrix by mose.
should work in all styles (verify)

Improved wiki edit conflict detection on tiki-editpage.php load (alert string needs to be made
translatable) (terence)

For 1.8
[+]

DB abstraction and rebuild
Flo branched the CVS to rewrite all sql queries. I bet help would be welcome.
http://www.tiki.org/tiki-index_raw.php?page=DbAbstractionDev

Wiki parser based on FSM
next star

http://www.tiki.org/tiki-index_raw.php?page=DbAbstractionDev


Which star will give its name to the 1.8 version ?
improved irc_log feature

Ross work on it, admin page coming
adodb integration

Rasa again !
Category-based permissions

groups can only view categorized Tiki objects if they are granted permission for that category
Category-based name space for wiki pages

no collision between wiki page names between categories NonStrictHierarchicalNameSpaces
Extended INCLUDE plugin, at least extending to articles
IMAP WebMail client support
fix arbitrary character limits in db, like wiki pageName in the wiki attachment table
Integration with map server
( what else ? )

...

What if I want to run on the branch to hunt
bugsÂ ?

[-]

You have access to cvs but don't catch a word about trees and branches ? no panic.

https://tiki.org/NonStrictHierarchicalNameSpaces
http://map.sopac.org/tiki/tiki-map.phtml?mapfile=pacific.map&x=164&y=237&zoom=4&size=400&minx=100&miny=-75.05&maxx=240&maxy=65.05&EEZ=1&12+miles+zone=1&Country+Names=1


if you use dev cvs and don't change anything, you'll stick on the trunk.
to be able to work on a branch : create it with a new chackout:
cvs -d:devname:@cvs.sf.net:/cvsroot/tikiwiki co -r release_eta_carinea_rc1 tiki
( then you'll have the branch )
work with the branch as normal, the branch flag is sticky.
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